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מתוקים מדבש
Dei’ah, Binah and Haskel on the weekly parashah
RABBI YOSEF GAVRIEL BECHHOFER

Bemachashavah Techilah
in a gentle manner, He was telling
instill in them a gentle and caring
he parashah begins with the
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that
the
nature
that
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words: “Emor el haKoand
Mitzvos
will
instill
in
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whom they represent. It is also for
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be
a
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while
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that reason that they are not
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and
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supposed to come into contact with
Hashem wants Moshe Rabbeinu to
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a
forceful
character
in
men.
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1
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There are indication in the
says: “Daber el Bnei Yisrael.”
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Why here is the language
command a king might
amirah instead of dibThis is our malchus – our governance – not give his chef not to attend
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one of force, but one of concern for each funerals so that sadness
We know that dibbur
other and the creation. On the other hand, should not mar his peris the language used to
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ful, while amirah is the
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thus find that Hashem, in giving us
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more importantly (perhaps) to the
the Torah, said: “Ko somar leBeis
is evidently a derivative of DB Jews, whom they must serve and
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the proper attitude; a gentle and
Chazal, the language of amirah is
bears, and one of the traits they
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lahem menuchah kedov” – they,
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This is our
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ably in the manner of: “tzaddikim
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other and the creation. On the other
ein lahem menuchah” – this type of
the cause and effect sequence here
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activity requires a forceful, willful
is as follows: Since women are soft,
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manner. The women, on the other
one needs to be gentle with them,
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E.g. Vayikra 1:2, 4:2, 7:23, etc.
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Bakeish Shalom
spelled it out clearly, with a
seemingly more natural flow:
separate from kodashim when tamei
because the consequences of contact
in such a state are grave. Why did
the Torah wait till the second verse
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peak to Aharon and to
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life. Shabbos is not treated
his sons and [tell them
as
just
another
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by
not
qualifying
the
mandated
that soul will be cut off from before
Similarly, it is much more
separation to be only when actually
Me, I am G-d." With someone who
difficult to talk in shul if we truly
tamei, the Torah is telling the
is tamei coming in contact with
consider it a "House of G-d."
Kohanim to keep a certain (mental)
kodashim being such a serious ofHowever, if we enter the sanctuary
distance at all times – not just when
fense, we can understand why the
the same way we enter any other
tamei. If they approach their
Kohanim were warned to avoid
room or building, it becomes very
everyday meals – which are usually
doing so.
difficult to act differently once we
terumah (and therefore have a level
are inside. By maintaining the
Nevertheless, it seems a bit
of holiness) – the same way we
proper awe of holy space, we can
strange that the first verse should
approach our non-terumah meals,
much more easily maintain the
imply that the Kohanim should
they are not only degrading
proper decorum.
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something holy, but are also in
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Having terumah for breakfast,
danger of (inadvertently) transapplies when they are tamei.
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ferring tumah when they are tamei
Instead of two almost disconnected
away
from
its holiness, so the
themselves. Creating a constant
verses (the first commanding them
Kohanim
were
commanded to
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to separate from kodashim and the
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it
at all times.
approaching kodashim – reminds
second warning them not to have
Keeping
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every
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them of its higher status and thus
contact with kodashim while
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in
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on
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basis
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we treat them either.
RABBI MICHA BERGER

Sefasai Tiftach

“Y

ou Are Kadosh, and
Your
Name Is
Kadosh,
and
kedoshim praise You every day.
Selah! [For you are G-d, King,
Great and Kadosh. –Sepharad]
Baruch Atah … the Kadosh G-d.”
The question of kedushah is also
central to the opening phrase of one
of
last
week’s
parashiyos.
“Kedoshim tihyu… – Be kadosh for
I Am Kadosh.”1 But what is
kedushah? Translating it as
“sanctity” or “holiness” falls short
as the meaning of the English
words is not too clear, nor are we
sure that they truly capture the
connotations of the Hebrew
original.
The Toras Kohanim on the
pasuk writes “kedoshim tihyu –
perushim tihyu, you shall be
separated”. Along these lines the
Ramban writes “make yourself
kadosh with that which is permitted
to you” by refraining from the
permitted. It would seem that they
are
defining
kedushah
as
separation.
However, Rav Shimon Shkop2
notes that this definition fails for
the clause – “for I am kadosh”.
There is no purpose or meaning in
Hashem
restraining
Himself.3
Perhaps we could also note that the
Ramban could not be defining
kedushah since he uses the word
“kadosh” in the definition. Rather,
the Ramban is suggesting the way
1

Vayikra 19:2

2

Shaarei Yosheir, introduction
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For that matter, it is arguable that such
perishus on Hashem’s part would mean the
item in question would cease to exist!

in which to obey the pasuk and
become kadosh to someone who
already knows what kadosh is.
What we do know about
Hashem is that He desires leheitiv,
to bestow good upon others. The
entire universe exists so that
Hashem could have someone to
receive His gift. Rav Shimon
translates “ki Kadosh Ani” as “for I
am fully committed to helping
others.” The call to be kadosh is the
call to live one’s life for the sake of
bettering others. To be kadosh is to
avoid that which serves no one but
the person himself.
Returning to the recurring
theme of the opening berachos of
Shemonah Esrei…
If we turn to the phrase inserted
in nusach Sefarad, we find
kedushah associated with Hashem
being King, and being Gadol,
Great. These are both words that
the Gra finds very significant in
understanding the first berachah.
Moshe’s praise, “haKel haGadol
haGibbor vehaNorah – the G-d, the
Great, the Mighty and the Awe
Inspiring”
finds
reiterating
development
throughout
that
berachah. We therefore enter this
berachah after having defined
Gadol as “gomeil chassadim tovim
– supports through good acts of
kindness.” Hashem is Great because
his Good fills all of creation. The
total commitment to giving to
others that Rav Shimon uses to
define kedushah.
So, our berachah becomes,
“You are committed to being meitiv
others,
and
your
reputation
(shimcha) is that of being meitiv
others, and people who do good to

others praise you. Selah!” It is not
simply that the class of people who
are committed to working for others
rather than being self-focused also
praise Hashem. It is working for the
betterment of others which itself is
praise.
It is not coincidence that there
are three clauses, and three
iterations of the word “Kadosh” in
the verse at the heart of Kedushah
(Yishayahu 6:3). As we say in UVa
leTzion, Targum Yonasan explains
the pasuk as follows: “Kadosh in
the heavens above, the home of His
Presence; Kadosh on the earth, the
product of His Might; Kadosh
forever and ever is Hashem
Tzevakos – the whole world is full
of the Radiance of His Glory.” The
“home of His Glory” is where
Hashem is Kadosh. The earth, is
where Hashem’s name, how people
perceive him, is Kadosh. And the
kedoshim, the people who allow
others to experience Hashem’s
good, fill the world with His Glory
– their sanctity is his praise.
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